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The deformations resulting on contacting small (1-2 mm) semisphericallensesof elastomericpoly-,
(dimethylsiloxane)(PDMS) *ith the flat sheetsof this material were measuredin air and in mixtures of
water and methanol. The measurementsin air were carried out in two ways: as a function of external
loads,and under zeroload but with variationsin the sizesof the lenses. The measurementsin liquids were
carriedout under zeroload and varied the compositionof the liquid mixtures. Theseexperimentaldata
wereanalyzedby usinga theory of Johnson,Kendall and Robertsto obtain the works of adhesionbetween
PDMS suifacesin the air and liquid media. The strengthof interactionbetweenPDMS surfacesdecreased
in mixturesof waterand methanolasthe concentrationof methanolincreased.A smallinteractionpersisted
evenin pure methanol. The interfacialfree energies(t.r) of the PDMS-liquid interfacesobtainedfrom
togetherwith the contactanglesof theseliquids on PDMS, were analyzedby using
thesemeasurements,
of the polymer (y.") that
Young'sequation. This analysisprovidedan estimateof the surfacefree energ-v
madein air and with the valueestimated
wasconsistentboth with the valueobtainedfrom measurements
from the analysisof the contact anglesof nonpolarliquids on PDMS usingthe Good-Girifalco-Fowkes
equation. This researchalso developedways to modify the surface of PDMS chemically and thus to
control its properties. The chemicallyderivatizedpoly(dimethylsiloxanes),in the form of lensesand flat
sheets,were subjectedto load-deformationmeasurementssimilar to those used for unmodified PDMS.
ThesefunctionalizedPDMS surf'acesexhibited hysteresisin contact deformations,whereasno hysteresis
wasdetectedfor unmodified PDMS. The origin of this hysteresisis not clearat present. The observation
of hysteresisat solid-solid interfacesis relevant to understanding adhesionto these surfaces.

Introduction
A fundamentalissuein surfacescienceis to correlate
, d h e s i o n ,f r i c m a c r o s c o p i cp r o c e s s e s - w e t t i n g a
fine
with their molecular-level
tion-occurring at surfaces
structures.Althoughthe basicconceptsof surfaceenergeticswereworkedout by the physicistsr'2
of the 19th
century,attemptsto correlateenergeticswith the constitutive propertiesof surfacesgainedmajorimpetusonly
after Fox andZisman.3Their attemptsto correlatewetting
with surfaceconstitutionstimulatedGoodand Girifalcoa
to developgeneralsemiempiricalmodelsfor
and Fowkesb
interfacialstructureandenergy.Thesemodelshavebeen
conceptuallyimportant in understandingliquid-liquid,
liquid-solid, and solid-solid interfaces,but their quantitative aspectshave gone largely unverified, mainly
becausethermodynamicparametersneededto test the
modelswerenot alwaysaccessible
experimentally.
Liquid-liquid interfacesare the simplest to analyze
thermodynamically,becausethe surfacefree energiesof
the pure componentsand their interfacial free energies
independently.The interfacialmodels
canall bemeasured
proposedby Good,Girifalco,andFowkeswerethus tested
with suchsystems.Solid-solidandsolid-liquidinterfaces
are more difficult to characterize,becauseneither their
interfacial free energiesnor the surfacefree energiesof
the solidsare readily measurable.Studiesof wetting of
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solidstry liquids provide estimatesof the works of adhesion
between the solids and liquids, from which predictions
about the surfacefree energiesof the solidscan,at times,
be made.a's For direct estimation of the surface free
energiesof solids,one would, however,hope to examine
solid-solid interfaces directly. If a convenient experimental protocol to examine solid-solid interfaces could
be developed, systematic studies into relations between
energetics and surface constitution could be carried out
at the level employed by Zisman et al.3'6in their studies
of liquid-solid interfaces. We show here how this goal
can be achieved for elastomeric solids and demonstrate
how these studies can complement the results obtained
from conventional contact angle measurements. An
experimental system applicable to studies of interactions
between two elastomeric solids is not presently applicable
to the broader problem of studying nonelastomeric materials. Nonetheless,thesetechniquesprovide a significant
extension of classical surface chemistry to solids and
should, with modifications, be applicableto many problems
involving one elastomeric and one nonelastomeric component.
When a convex elastic solid comes into contact with
another solid substrate, the adhesion forces,acting across
the interface, tend to deform the solidsand thus to increase
the area of their contact. Since this deformation is opposed
by the elastic restoring forces, its magnitude is small for
solidsof high moduli butmeasurable for solidsof lowelastic
moduli, such as organic elastomers. Hertz first proposed
the theory of contact between two elastic solids.? He
calculated both the profile of the region of deformation
and the distribution of stressesaround the contact zone
when an external load was applied. In this treatment, no
(6) Zisman,W. A. Adu. Chem.Ser. 1964,No. 43, 1.
(7) Hertz, H. GesammelteWerhe,Leipzig, L895.
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consideration was given to the effects of surface forces
operating acrossthe interfaces. Solid-solid deformation
induced by the action of surface forces was successfully
modeled first by Johnson, Kendall, and Roberts (JKR).8
These authors assumed that the attractive forces were
confined within the area of contact and used the principle
of detailed energy balance to develop a general expression
for the contact deformation as a function of the surface
and elastic properties of the solid materials.
An alternate model was proposed by Derjaguin, Muller,
and Toporov (DMT)e as an improvement of an earlier
model proposedby Derjaguin,r0wherethe assrrmptionwas
made that all the attractive forces lay outside the area of
contactand thatthe contact regionwasunder compression
describedby the Hertzian strain profile. A full analysis
of the problem of contact deformation was carried out
more recently by Muller, Yushchenko, and Derjaguin,ll
who showed that both the JKR and DMT models are
limiting casesof a more general situation. Horn et al.
havediscussedthe differencesbetweenthe various theories
of deformation.l2 The analysis of Muller et al. showed
that the DMT model appliesto solidsof high elasticmoduli,
whereasthe JKR model applies to solids of low elastic
moduli. Since our current studies are of a solid of low
elastic modulus, the JKR model is more relevant for our
purpose.
For the contact betweentwo sphericalsolids,the JKR
model predicts the radius (o) of contact deformation
resultingfrom the joint influencesof surfaceand external
forces to be given by eqs 1-3
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P is an externalload; 17is the work of adhesion;.R1and
Rzarcthe radii of curvatureof the two spheres.vL,v2and
Eu Ezarethe Poissonratiosand elasticmoduli of the two
bodies. [Note: In this paper we use cgs units: P is
exqressed
in dynes;o and B in cm; E and K in dyn/cm2,
and W in ergs/cm2.]For contactbetweena sphereand
a flat_plate,the radiusof curvatureof the latter is infinity
and R becomesthe radiusof curvatureof the sphere.If
the elasticmodulusof one of the componentsis much
larger than the modulus of the other component,the
deformationwill only be within the softer component.
Thus, dependingupon the valuesof Rr, Rz,Er, and 82,
combinationof a widevarietyof materialscanbedescribed
by eq 1.
In order to test eq 1, Johnsonet al.8pressedtogether
two opticallysmooth,rubber hemispheresand measured
the areaof contactas a function of applied load. These
experiments
werecarriedout in air,underwater,andunder

a dilute detergentsolution. The data obtained from these
studies obeyed eq 1, from which the work of adhesion
between the spheres could be determined. This study
created an active interest among physicists,l2-tz *no
applied the concept to study the mechanistic aspectsof
such phenomena as adhesion,friction, and fracture and,
in turn, provided further evidencein favor of eq 1. This
technqiue has not, however, been properly exploited for
surface chemical investigations,despite its potential for
yielding surfacethermodlmam i c p arameters-surface free
energiesof solids (?,u), works of adhesion (H4 at solidsolid interfaces,and interfacial free energies(y.i) at solidliquid interfaces--complementaryto those obtained from
other conventional studies such as contact angle. Our
current major aim is to correlate the surface thermodynamic parameters obtained from these types of measurements with the constitutive properties of the interfaces in
order to develop an understanding of the chemistry of
solid surfaces in general and of adhesion in particular.
A meaningful and systematic execution of such a study
requires fulfilling the following stringent conditions. First,
the surfacesof the deformable test materials must be very
smooth and homogeneous. It must be possible to cast
them into sphericalor semisphericalshapes,and-in order
to vary their constitrrtiveproperties--it shouldbe possible
to modifv their surfaceschemicallywithout affectingtheir
other p hvsicalp roperti es. Fort u natell',carefullyprepared
(P D MS ) meet st hese
el astomeri cpol l tdi methy' l si l oxane)
specifications. The surface of this elastomer is very
smooth;no featurescould be found by electronmicroscopic
examinationevenat a resolutionof 200-300A. The contact
anglesof nonswellingliquids (e.g.water and methanol)on
PDMS exhibit negligiblehysteresis(2o-3o),implying that
the surface of PDMS is homogeneous. Stress-freepolymers (qualitativelyjudged by examiningthem with a croisspolarized microscope) can be prepared in the form of
convex lenses and flat sheets suitable for the loaddeformation studies. We also developed convenient
methods to modify the surfacesof these lensesand sheets
chemically using the technology of self-assembledorganic
monolayersls'leas a means to vary and control their
constitutive properties.
The basic experiment was to bring a semisphericallens
and a flat sheet of PDMS into contact (Figure 1) and then
to measure the resulting contact deformation under
controlled loads. In what follows next, we first present
results obtained for unmodified PDMS. The surface free
energy of the unmodified PDMS, as obtained from the
deformation studies, will be compared with that obtained
from detailed contact angle measurements. We will then
describea methodof modifyingthesurface of PDMS using
the technology of self-assembledorganic monolayers and
report results obtained by application of similar loaddeformation experiments to these surfaces.
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Interactions between Lenses and Flat Sheets

Figure l. Contact between a deformable semisphericalsolid
with radius of curvature E and a deformable flat plate results in
the formation of a circular region of radius o. The external
medium might be either air or a liquid. The deformation at the
zoneof contact results from the simultaneous effects of the surface
and external (P) forces. For clarity, the area of contact is
exaggerated. In our experiments involving elastomericpoly(dimethylsiloxane),Pranged from 0 to 200dyn;the radius of curvature
of the semisphereranged from about 1 to 2 mm; the radius of
the contact deformation ranged from about 100to 250 rrm. The
thickness of the flat sheet was about 1.5 mm.
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Figure 2. Apparatus used to measure contact deformation
between a PDMS lens and a PDMS sheet in air is shown
schematically. The flat sheet (I) was placed on one end of the
lever arm (J) whose other end was connected to an electrobalance (M). The leaf-spring (F) was a semicircular strip of
transparent adhesive tape. The glass plate (G) was mounted
with the leaf-spring simply by pressing it against the adhesive
layer. The lens (H) adhered sufficiently with the glass plate
without any adhesive. The lens (H) could be translated up, down,
or sideways. When the lens came into contactwith the flat sheet,
(I), any extra load was registered on the electrobalance. The
corresponding contact deformation was recorded in the video
monitor (S).

Results and Discussion
Interaction between Semispherical Lenses and Flat
Sheets of PDMS in Air. Interactions between two
PDMS surfacesin air were studied by using the apparatus
shown in Figure 2. The flat sheet rested on one end of a
lever arm: the other end of the lever arm was connected
to an electrobalance. The lens was brought into contact
with the sheet. Any positive or negative load applied on
the lens, while it was in contact with the sheet, was
determined by using the electrobalanceand the corresponding contact deformation was recorded in the video
monitor. This apparatus was also equipped for still
photography (not shown in the diagram). Figure 3 shows
a typical photomicrograph of the contact zone resulting
from the contact of a lens and a flat sheetof PDMS in air.
Two types of experiments were carried out in air. In
the first experiment, the radius of the lens was kept fixed
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showingthe contactarea(radiits'Figure 3. Photornicrograph
fromthe contact(in air) betweena lens(Ii =
154rrm)restrlting
1.44mm) and a flat sheetof PDM-S.The edgeof the lensis;
out.side
the fieldof view. Therewasllo externalloadon the lens
the deformationwassolelvdttetc'the effectof sttrface
i,l$I"...
asa frttictitlnoi external
)I)wasni€it^stlr€J
and the defrirrrrati(
'f
load. he load was first In( reasedfrorrrzeroto abriut 200
dyn and then decreasedback to zero. In fhe second
experiment,the deformationsresultingfrtlrn the i:ontact
of lensesof various sizeswith a flat sheet.of I'I)MS were
measuredby using the same apparatus, but at zero load.
Figure 4 summarizesthe results obtained from tlie first
experiment, where o3 is plotted as a functton of P fc"rra
lensof radius 1.44mrn. The data obtainedfrom both the
loadingand unloadingexperimentsfall on the samecurve,
indicating no hvsteresisin thesu cont*cl rlefcirmations:
"l'ltese
experi
t h a t i s . I h t ' r l t ' t ri t ' f i l i , 1 i o ta; .r e f i j \ e r s r i ) i F .
m e n t a ld a t t rt l o a r l r t rar :n d r t n l t r a , . l t li tl iyi .t a i t t k e t it u g e t h e r , t
w ere anal vzerln' i th eq I ttsi ng a ttttni eri calr egr ession
method w i th l t' anri K as i nprtt i ' ari abl es.Th e best f it
betrveenthe experi mentaldata and eq i yi el dedvaluesof
W a n d A a s 4 4 . 1( * i . 0 ) e r g s / c m 2a n d 4 " 8 3( * 0 . 0 6 ) x 1 0 6
dl'n/ cm2,respectively.20
The contact deformations obtained for the lenses of
various sizesunder zero load were analyzedas follows. If
there is no external load (P = 0), eq I redtrcesto
(4)
a3=6rwV21x
Accordingto eq 4, a plot of o3versusR2should be ri straight
line passing through the origin. Figure 5 shou.ssuch a
plot. The linear relation betweeno3and R2is as predicted
by eq 4. From the slopeof this straight line, and using the
abovevalue of K (4.83(+0.06) x 106dyn/cm2), the value
of W is 42.5(*0.5) ergs/cm2. The closeagreementof the
values <tf W obtairred from the above two experiments
of thesetwo procedures.
demonstratesthe self-consistency
The surface free energy (y.u) of the polymer is given as
half of the work of adhesion.a The averagevalue of T.u
estimated from the data in Figures 4 and 5 is thus 21.8
(+0.8) ergs/cm2.
Surface Energy of PDMS from Contact Angles.
This section briefly reviews the theory of contact angles
needed to estimate the ygu of PDMS and for later
discussion.
(20) The components used to prepare cross-linked PDMS were obtained
commercially, and its elastic modulus occasionally differed from batch
to batch. This variation might be due to a number of factore, which
include (but are not restricted to) the differences in the concentration of
the cross-linking agent and slight poisoning of the hydrosilation catalyst
by trace contaminations (e.g.mercaptans,amines,and phosphines)during
the preparation of the polymer" Although the elastic modulus of PDMS
varied occasionally, its surface properties were not affected significantly.
In order to compare the results from different batches of PDMS, it is
necessaryto normalize the data by determining the value of K. Value
of K during this course of work clustered around 4.83 x 100dyn/cmz.
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Figure 4. Plot of osagainstP followingthe form expectedfrom
eq 1. The data were obtained from the load-deformation
experimentsusingunmodifiedPDMS. The radiusof the lens
usedin thesemeasurements
was1.44mm. The opencircles(o)
representthe dataobtainedfrom increasingloadsandthe closed
circles.(o)representthe data obtainedfrom decreasing
loads:
there is no hysteresis.The solid line was obtainedfiom the
analysisof thesedata by usingeq 1.
There are several methods3{ to estimate the surface
free energy of a solid from the contact angles (0) of nonwetting liquids, all involving Young's equationl
71,cos 0 = "y""- ^f,t

(5)

Here, Tii (ij stands for lv, sv, and sl) represents the surface
tension (or surfacefree energy)valuesof the i-j interface.2l
Sin99Jd c&nnot in generalbe determined a piiori, eq 5 by
itself is not useful for estimating y.r, and hence approximate methods are needed. The earliest method is due to
Fox and Zisman.s According to this method, tlie cosines
of the contact angles of a number of liquids on a solid
surface are plotted against the surface tensions of the test
liquids. The line obtained from sucha plot is extrapolated
to cos0 = L;the correspondingsurfacetensionof the liquid,
which deinarcatesthose liquids that would spread ott the
solid as a thin continuous film from those that would not,
is termed the critical surface tension of the solid (^y.).The
definition o{ t. and a simple application of young's
equation yieldss
7c

=

7s'

-

7gl

(6)

Equation 6 shows that l. is a measure of the surface free
energyof the solid but is not necessarilyequal to it, because
Trl neednot be zeroevenwhen 0 is zero. Fox and Zisman's
appoach was later revised by Good and Girifalcoa and
Fowkes,6who recognizedthe importance of separatingthe
various forces that constitute the surface and interfacial
free energies. If the forces operating across an interface
are purely dispersive in nature and if the 7ruand 71"values
represent the true surface free energies of the solid and
liquid (i.e. when the adsorptions of vapor are negligible),
(21)The term'surface ercesEfree energy'is moreappropriatefor a
eolideurfacethan eurfacetengion(appropriatcfor liquidii. ttre iaenlity
betweenthe surfacefree energyandluriace tensionis eiricilv valid for
liquid.eurfaces.For liquids itis poesibleto changethe surfac;ar"" qu"sistatically without doilr.wor.k agailst the elaitic forceg. r,o, soiias,
however,the prese-nce
of the elasticforcescomplicatesthe derrnition of
surfaceteneion. The definition of eurfaceteneionwhenappliedto solids
juetified only if the compositionof the surfacerei-ains conetant
c_an.be
during an erperiment.

R2(cm2 x 10O)
Figure 5. Plot of a3 against B2 following eq 4. The data were
obtained from the contact deformationsof lensesof varioussizes
and a flat sheet of PDIvIS in air. There was no external load on
theseienses.and thus the deformationswerepurelydueto surface
forces.
the work of adhesion at the solid-liquid interface can be
expressed as a geometric mean of the two surface free
energies as

u
14/= 2(^y"ry,n,)o

(7)

According to Dupr6,22the work of adhesion W can be
expressedin terms of 7.", ylv, and 7el BS
W=ler*7t"-T.t

(8)

Combination of eqs 7 and 8 yields
(g)
?.r = l(7r,)o'u- (lr")o'ul'
This revision23shows that yt becomes zero as Tlv approaches^yru.Consequently,7. is equal to ?r" only when
the predominant forces across an interface are purely
dispersive. Equation 9, in conjunction with eq 5, becomes
eq 10, known as the Good-Girifalco-Fowkes equation

cosd = -1 + 2(^r"rltw)o'u

(10)

According to eq 10, surface free energy of a nonpolar solid
would be found more accurately by plotting cos d against
(tru){'5 rather than 71u. Equation 10 also allows the
estimation of 7r, of a nonpolar solid from the contact angle
of a single nonpolar liquid.
For PDMS, 7." is expected to result mainly from
dispersion forces. Hence 7. for PDMS should, as a first
approximation, be equal to its 7r". The values of ?c of
PDMS reported in the literaturez4,z6are in the range of
22-24 ergs/cm2. We also made an independent estimate
of its 7r" from contact angle measurements. An experimental difficulty wasencounteredin measuringthe contact
angles of organic liquids on PDMS, since most organic
(22)Dupr6,A. Th1orieMicanique de la Chaleur. Parie,1869.
(23)Raleigh[Raleigh,Philos.Mog. 1883,16,g09lwagthe firet to uE€
a geometricmeanapproachto problemsof interfacialtensione.Hearrived
at eq 9, testedit for water-oil interfaceand rejectedit. He did, however,
explainthe discre-pancy
by remarkingthat "the action of onefluid upon
gnollr_ermight follow an altogetherdifferent law from its action upon
itself."
_ Qq Zlqman,W. A. In Symposiumon Adhesionand Cohesion;WeisE,
P., Ed.; Elsevier:New York, 1962;p 1?6.
(25)Owen,M. J. J. CoatingsTeihnol.lgSl, 93, 49.
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liquids swellPDMS to a greateror lesserdegree.Methylene iodide was one organicliquid that did not swell
PDMS. The contactangleof methyleneiodideon PDMS
was70owith no visiblehysteresis.With this value,?a,of
PDMS wasfoundto be 22.Lergslcm2from eq 10. Contact
anglesof two otherprobeliquids,nnrp€ly,hexadecane
and
paraffin oil, were also measured. Both of these liquids
swelledPDMS. In order to minimize the effectsdue to
swelling, we measuredthe contact angleswithin a few
secondsafter the application of the drops on the surface.
The advancingand recedingcontactanglesof hexadecane
of PDMS were 40o and 260, respectively. With these
values,?rv of PDMS was calculatedto be 21.6and 24.9
ergs/cm2,respectively.By useof the advancing(51') and
receding(40")contactanglesof paraffin oil on PDMS, Tr"
of PDMS was found to be 21.5 and 25.3 ergslcmz,
respectively.Notethat both the liquidsyield similarvalues
of ?., for PDMS. Becauseof swelling,however,webelieve
the valuesof ^y."from recedingcontactanglesto be less
accuratethan thosefrom advancingcontactangles.Values
of y." of PDMS obtainedfrom the advancingcontactangles
are similar to that (22.1ergs/cm2)obtainedfrom the
contactangleof methyleneiodideand arealsocloseto the
values(2L-22.5ergs/cm2)obtainedfrom contactdeformation experiments.
Surfacttensionof liquid PDMS,26in the limit of infinite
molecularweight, is about 2L ergslcm2,well within the
limit predictedfor solidPDMS. The agreementbetween
the surfacefreeenergiesof solidandliquid PDMS indicates
a similar orientation of the surfacegroups (i.e. methyl
groups)in both the liquid and cross-linkedsolid state.
Owenbfirst suggested
this possibilityon the basisof the
high flexibility of PDMS backbone.
Interaction between a PDMS Lens and Flat Sheet
in WaterMethanol Mixtures. The interactionsbetweenPDMS surfaceeweremeasuredby bringing a lens
of radius1.52mm into contactwith a flat sheetin watermethanolmixturesof different compositions2?
usingthe
apparatusshownin Figure 6. Figure 7 summarizesthe
dataobtainedby calculatingthe work of adhesionbetween
the PDMS surfacesin theseliquid mixtures using eq 4.
The adhesionbetweenPDMS surfaceswas strongestin
pure water and deceased as the hydrophobicity of the
liquid increased;a weakbut measurableadhesionpersisted
betweenPDMS surfaceseven in pure methanol. This
experimentshowsthe influenceof the medium on the
work of adhesionbetweentwo hydrophobicsurfacesof
constantchemicalcomposition.Sincethe interfacialfree
energy?slat a solid-liquid interfaceis givenby half of the
value of l,[/ru,its magnitudeis easily calculatedfrom the
data shownin Figure 7. Figure8 comparesthesevalues
of ?l with the surfacetensions(lr") of water-methanol
mixturesmeasuredat airliquid intcrfaces.The two curves
are almost parallel (exceptat very low concentrationof
methanol),indicatingthat the surfaceactivityof methanol
at air-olution interfacesis roughly the sameas that at
PDMS-solution interfaces.
Direct Eetimation of the ?av of PDMS Using
Young's Equation. We discussedabovea method to
estimate?svof PDMS from the contactangleof hexade(26)Wu, S, PolymerInterfaceand Adhesion;Marcel Dekker: New
York, 1982.
(27)We estimatedthe influenceof buoyancyasfollowe: The density
of PDMS is about 0.99 g/cms-a value roughly the eameae watcr (1
g/cm8). Hencethere should not be any buoyancyeffect in water. In
methqlol, the weightof the lens,after correctingfor buoyancy,was0.54
mg. This weight correepondsto a value of P o10.5dyn, which is much
lower than the effectiveweight l6rWR = 21 dynl of the gurfaceforces
(so€ref 8). Hencc,the effect of buoyancycould be safely neglectedin
methanolas well.
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Figure 6. Contact deformations under liquids measured by
placing a lens (D) in contact with a flat sheet (E) of PDMS in
a liquid medium. The experimental cell is made of Sylgard 170
(C), which has a rectangular hole at the center. The cell is
sandwichedbetweentwo glassslides (B and F). This assembly
is placed in between the condenser(A) and objective (G) of an
optical microscope.
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Figure 7. Worksof adhesion( W.rJbetweentwo PDMS surfaces
in mixturesof water and methanolplotted againstthe volume
percentof methanolin the mixtures. To generatethis plot, the
data obtained from the deformationexperimentsunder the
mixturesof water and methanolwereanalyzedaccordingto eq
4. The radiusof the lensusedin theseexperimentswas1.52mm.
cane and paraffin oil using the Good-Girifalco-Fowkes
(GGF) equation (eq 10). This equation assumesthat the
interaction is entirely due to dispersion forces and that a
geometric mean combining rule for the interfacial interaction could be employed.
Here, we describe an alternate method to determine 7."
of PDMS from Young's original equation. This method
is neutral with respect to the nature of forces constituting
?evor 71". Since Tlv,?sl,and 0 were all measuredfor watermethanol mixtures on PDMS, we could construct a plot
of 71,cosd vs 74. This plot, accordingto Young's equation,
should be a straight line, whose intercept in the Trvcos 0
axis is the surface free energy of the polymer. Figure 9
summarizes the results and indicates that the expected
linear relation is observed. To generate such a plot, both
the advancing and receding contact angles of watermethanol mixtures were used. The average value of ?.,
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Figure 8. Surface tensions (rr") of water-methanol mixtures at
the air*olution interfaces compared with the interfacial free
energies ("yrJ of water*"methanol mixtures at PDMS-liquid
'Ihe
interfaces.
closed symbois (O) repr:esent-yr"and the open
(61)
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Figure 9. Plot of ^),r"cos d against ^y.1for the mixtures of water
and methanol on PDMS obeying Young's equation (eq b). Closed
(O) and open (O) circles correspond to the data obtained from
the advancing and receding contact angles, respectively. The
valuesof "y1w€r€obtained from Figure 8. The linear correlations
bgtweenllv cos0 and .f.rare in accordancewith Young's equation.
The intercepts in the 71"cos 0 axis yield the value of i," of pOtvts
as20.9ergs/cm2(from 0,\ and2l.2ergs/cm2 (from 0J, respectively.

for PDMS was estimatedas 21.1 (+0.2) ergs/cm2,in
agteementwiththe value(2L-22.5ergs/cm2)
obtainedfrom
the measurements
madein air. Sincethe hysteresisin
contact anglesis small over the entire rangeof compositions,the slopesof the two lines shownin Figure g are
alsovery close(1.08from 0" and 0.99from dr)Weconcludethis sectionwith a specialnoteon Young's
equation"Wem.entioned
beforethat ?r"or ?elat the solid-
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vapor or solid-liquid interface cannot in general be
measured independently. There are, however, two reported caseswhereall four parametersof Young'sequation
could be estimatedindependently. Johnsonet al.8studied
the interaction of two smooth rubber spheresin air and
in water. They estimated the values of y." and 74 as 35
and 3.4 ergs/cm2,respectively. With these values,the
predicted contact angle (64") of water on rubber agreed
well with the experimental value of 66o. This demonstration of Johnson et al. was the first experimental proof
of Young's equation. The other report was by Pashley
and Israelachvili,zs'2e
who estimated the ?r" (2i + 2 erysl
cm2)of mica coatedwith an organic monolayerand the 7r1
(11 + 2 ergsfcm2)at the interface between this surface
and a dilute surfactant solution (7r" = 40 ergs/cm2)using
force balance experiments. The experimental contact
angle (64") of the surfactant solution on the monolayer
coated mica agreed with the prediction (66") based on
Young's equation. Neither of thesetwo reports discussed
the possibleinfluence of nonidealities of their surfacesof
the type expectedto give rise to contact angle hysteresis.
Our experiments with PDMS provide a third exampie
where all the parameters of Young's equation were
independentlymeasuredfor 12different conditions,using
both the advancingand recedingcontactangles. We take
the agreementbetweenthe ^y.u
valuesobtainedfrom Figure
9 (usi ngboth advanci ngand recedi ngcontactangl es)and
the values estimated from the measurementsin air as
anotherdi rect proof of Y oung' sequati on.
There is,however,a detail about thesedata that deserves
comment. Even though PDMS exhibits a low hysteresis
in contact angles(2o-3o),in terms of energy,the hysteresis
is significant for water-methanol mixtures, especiallyin
the rangeof higher water concentrations(Figure 9). Since
analysisof advancing and receding anglesgives different
valuesof T.r,one may ask which value is the more accurate
(or, perhaps, the more appropriate for a given type of
experiment). For this discussion,let us considerthe case
of pure water where the hysteresisis most pronounced.
The term ^y1ycos 0 for water for PDMS obtained from
advancingand recedingcontact anglesis -18.8 and -15.9
ergs/cmz,respecti vel y.U si ngthe val ueof 7ruas21.8e r gs/
cm2 (an averagevaiue obtained fr<-rmthe measurements
in air), we estimatethe interfacialfree energy(trr) at the
water-PDMS interface to be 40.6 ergs/cm2from d" and
37.i ergslcm2 from 0r, respectively.30The latter value
agreeswith the tt (37.2ergs/cm2)obtained from contact
deformations. This agreement is consistent with the
picture that the lens,while coming to contact with the flat
sheet,expelsthe liquid from betweenthe two solids.Since
the liquid being expelledis in the recedingmode, the work
of adhesionbetweenthe two PDMS surfacesis related to
the 7.1valueobtained from the receding contact angle of
this liquid in an air-liquid-solid system.
Effect of Surface Pressure. The surfacefree energy
of a solid (yr) is half of the reversible work needed to
separatetwo semiinfinite slabsof the solid under vacuum
(or in an atmosphereof a gas that does not interact with
(28) Pashley, R. M.; Israelachvili,J. N. Colloids Sur/. lg8l, 2, 169.
Pashleyet al. (Pashley,R. M.;McGuiggan, P. M.; Horn, R. G.; Ninham,
B. W..f. Colloid Intert'aceSci. 1988,126,569)Iater improved the quality
of monolayers adsorbed on mica by using higher purity eurfactant. The
value of "!,dobtained with this improved system was higher (28-36 ergs/
cmr) than the value reported in their earlier work.
(29) Ieraelachvili,J. N. Adu. Colloid Interface Sci. 1982,16, 31.
(30) The interfacial tension at the liquid PDMS-water interface wae
found tnbe 42-44 ergef cmz [Kanellopouloe, A. G.; Owen, M. J. ?rans.
Faraday Soc. 1971, 67,3L271. These values were closer to the value
obtained from advancing contact angles of water of PDMS than the value
obtained from receding contact angles.
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the surface). Adsorption of vapor onto the surfacereduces
the magnitude of 7, by a term (r = "y"- ?r"), known as the
surface pressure.sl'32There is substantial discussionin
the literature concerning the importance of surface pressure (r) to contact angles. Adamsonsssuggestedthat the
surface pressure resulting from the adsorption of vapor
on solid surface can be significant, even for low-energy
surfaces. Zisman,6 Good,il and Fowkessssuggestedthat
?rmay be significant for high energy surfaces and when d
is close to zero, but its effect can be safely neglected for
low energy surfacesand when d ig much greater than zero.
For phenomenologicaltreatments of contact angles,the
importance and interpretaton of r are irrelevant;for proper
interpretation of the value of ?ru (as is the case with the
measurementswith PDMS described in this paper), the
magnitude of r is important.
The best method to estimate the value of r is gas
adsorption.s3 Since we have no data on gas adsorption,
our arguments are only qualitative. Had the term n been
significant, we feel that the 7ru obtained from analysis of
the data in Figure 9 would have differed from the value
obtainedfrom the measurementsmade in air. In addition,
since r depends on the composition of the solvents, it
should have causedthe plots of 7r" cos 0 vs 7sl (Figure g)
to deviate from linearity. Since this plot is linear, we
believethat the value of r is small. This inference suggests
that ?., obtained from these measurements is the true
surface free energy (rJ of the polymer.
Effect of Surface Roughnest. Up to this point, our
analysis of contact deformations has assumed that the
PDMS lens and PDMS sheet make molecular contact and
that any liquid between the two is completely excluded
when the two are brought into contact. The assumption
that the polymer surfaces make uniform van der Waals
contact has no direct experimental support. The values
for the surface free energy obtained by the JKR anaiysis
and from the contact angle measurementsare, however,
in satisfactoryagreementis indirect support for the validity
of the assumption of contact. If intimate molecular contact is establishedbetweentwo surfaces,it must be because
the surfaces are smooth or that the elastomeric polymer
conforms to the other surface by depressingor extending
its surface asperities. Verification of this assumption
through direct measurements is important and is the
subject of future investigations. Roughnesscan complicate
the analysis of contact deformations and contact angles
in other ways. Contact angle is influenced roughness.The
contact angle on a rough surface is not strictly described
by Young's equation, and the effect of hysteresis must be
considered. Rough surfaces and those showing other
nonidealities may exhibit metastable states.36Poly(dimethylsiloxane) surfacesprepared from Sylgard 170 (Dow
Corning) however, exhibit negligible hysteresisin contact
anglesfor water-methanol mixtures (Figure 9). The close
agreement of 7." of PDMS (i.e. 2L.2 and 20.9 ergs/cm2)
obtained by using the advancing and receding contact
angles of water-methanol mixtures on PDMS suggests
that the hysteresisin contact angleshasno profound effect.
We also believe, based on the following arguments, that
when the two surfacesare brought into contact in liquids,
the liquids are displaced from between them.
(31)Bangham,D. H.; Razouk,R. I. Trcns. Faraday Soc. 1937,33,
1469.
(32)Harkins,W. D.; Livingston,H. K. Chem,Phys.1912,10,342.
"L
(33)Adameon,A. W. PhysicalChemiatry
of Surfaces,3rd ed.;John
Wiley and Sona:New York, 1976.
(34)Good,R. J. .I. ColloidScl. 1976,52, 308.
(35)Fowkee,F. M.; McCarthy,D. C.;Moetafa,M. A../. ColloidInterface
Sci. 19t0, 78,200.
(36)Dettre,R. H.; Johnson,R. E. Adu. Chem.Ser. 1964,No.43, Ll2.

ABC
Figure 10. Three possible ways a lens might come into contact
with a flat sheet under a liquid: (A) lens and flat sheet make true
molecular contact with each other with no liquid between them;
(B) what might happen if the surfaces were rough; (C) a film of
liquid present between the two surfaces.

Figure 10 shows the various possibilities for a lens
opposing a flat sheet through a liquid. The liquid may be
completely excluded from between the two surfaces and
intimate contactmaybe made betweenthem (Figure 10A);
the lens may make partial contact with the sheet and pools
of liquid may remain betweenthem (Figure 108); surfaces
may repel one another (Figure 10C). This last possibility
is unlikel-v-for our system. We wish to determine whether
the situation shown in Figure 10A or Figure 108 is most
representativeof our case. A detailed analysisof the effect
of roughnesson adhesion is complex; here we present a
simplified but plausible description of the problem.
Assumethat Figure 108 is correct; the apparent interfacial
work of adhesion ( W'.rJ is then proportional to the fraction
of the total area in molecular contact, i.e.
W'"b= rWrt"

(1 1 )

is the true workof adhesionandr is the
Here,W*"(=2^y.1)
fraction of the total area that is in intimate molecular
Tisingeq 11,Young'sequationbecomes
contact,3?
(12)
11ucos0 = 1a,- (Ll r)(7' " r1
'er(=
W'rul2) is the apparentinterfacialfreeenergy
Here,]
obtained from contact deformations using rough surfaces.
According to eq 12, a plot of ylv cos d vs ?'rr will be a
straight line, whoseslopeisL I r. Note thatthis plotshould
still yield the correct value of T.u, although the slope of
this line would differ from unity. The values of the slopes
obtained from the two plots, shown in Figure 9, are 1.08
from d" and 0.99 from d.; both of these values are close to
unity. For this reason, we feel that ?'.r and 7r1 are
experimentally indistinguishable, that is, the liquids are,
in fact, displaced and contact is made between PDMS
surfaces(Figure 10A).
Forces Rcquired to Pull a PDMS Lens from a Flat
Sheet of PDMS. Equation 1 indicates that the contact
area will be reduced to zero only if P is negative. If P is
negative, a real solution of eq 1 exists when 6IWRP 3
(3rWR)2, where the equality sign represents the limiting
caseof the two solidsjust touching each other. By use of
this equality, the force necessaryto separatethe two solids
is given by
P = L.\tR W

(13)
We testedthis result of Johnsonet al.8by measuringthe
forcenecessaryto pull PDMS lensesof varioussizesoff
a flat sheetusingthe apparatusshownin Figure2. The
resultsare summarizedin Figure11. The lineardependenceof the adhesionforceon I is in accordance
with eq
13. From the slopeof this line (1.5zrW= 213ergs/cm2),
wecalculatedthe valueof Was 45.2eryslcm2.This value
of W yieldsa valuefor 7r" of 22.6ergs/cmz,in agreement
with the valuesobtained from the equilibrium contact
deformations.This result is anotherindicationthat the
(37)Wenzel,R. N. Ind. Eng. Chem.1936,
2t, 988.
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Scheme I. PDMS Functionalized by Oxidation in an
Oxygen Plasma To Generate a Silica Surface'
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Figure ll. Adhesion(pull-off) forcesbetweensemispherical
lensesand a flat sheetof PDMS varinglinearly with the radius
(fi) of curvatureof the lenees.Thesedataarein accordance
with
eq 13. The surfacefreeenergyof PDMS obtainedfrom this plot
is 22.6ergs/cm2.
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od"and0,arethe advancingandrecedingcontactanglesof hexadecanein degrees.Surfacefreeenergies("rr")arecalculatpdfor each
sampleby usingboth the advancing(dJ and receding(0') contact
equation(eq 10, see
anglesand usingthe Good-Girifalco-Fowkes
theswellingof
that PDMSswellsin hexadecane;
text). (s)indicates
PDMS
PDMS was,however,preventedon the monolayer-coated
because
surfaces.(-) indicatesthatthevalueof ?r' wasnotestimated
contactanglevalues.
of inadequate

deformationson contact betweenthe lensesand flat sheets
of PDMS are mostly elastic in nature: had viscous
dissipative effects in the PDMS been important, the
experimental pull-off force would have been higher than
that predicted by eq 13.
Experiments with Synthetic Model Surfaces. The
contact deformation experiments carried out with unmodified PDMS established four important properties of this
system: (i) the surface of PDMS was smooth and homogeneous; (ii) the contact between PDMS surfaces was
purely elastic; (iii) conta.ctdeformations were reversible;
(iv) intimate contact was establishedspontaneouslybe'
tween two PDMS surfacesboth in air and in liquids. This
pattern of characteristicswas ideal for experimentsof the
type described here and stimulated us to investigate
whether similar contact deformation experiments could
be conductedwith surface-modifiedPDMS. Experiments
with modified surfaces could be useful for studying the
relationship between adhesion and surface constitution.
In this section, we first describe methods to modify the
surface of PDMS. We then discuss the results obtained
from the load-deformation studies using these modified
surfaces. We conclude by comparing the surface free
energiesof these modified surfaces with values obtained
from contact angles.
The surfaceof PDMS is convertedto silica on exposure
to an oxygen plasma.38 These oxidized surfaces can be
further functionalized by reaction with alkyltrichlorosilanes (Scheme I). Reaction with silanes is a method
commonly used to modify glass, silica, or other oxide
surfaces.seRecent studiesls'le have indicated that longchain alkyl trichlorosilanes on reaction with silica form
well-ordered monolayer films. We hoped that long-chain
alkyltrichlorosilanes would also form well-ordered monolayers on reaction with oxidized PDMS (PDMS-).
We carried out these reactionsby exposingPDMS''to
the vapors of these silanes under reduced pressure rather

than to solution of silanes,becausePDMS swellsin most
organicIiquids. Studiesof the reaction of PDMSoTwith
a number of organofunctionalsilanes will be reported
separately. Here we presentthe resultsconcerningsurface
and
obtained by using Cl3Si(CHz)gCHs
th-ermodynamics
C l 3S i (C H z)z(C Fz)
rC Fg.
The surfacefree energies(t.") of PDMS.'-OBSi(CH2)eCHs (the product of reaction of PDMS.'and CIBSi(CH2)eCHs) and PDMSo-OsSi(CH2)2(CFz)zCFe(the analogous
material from reaction of PDMS and ClsSi(CHilz(CFdzCFs) were obtained from the contact angles of hexadecane and by using eq 10; these energies are summarized
in Table I. Although we have no direct estimate of the
structural order exhibited in these modified surfaces'we
believe, by analogy with the previous work, that the
outermostlayer of PDMSo-OgSi(CHz)gCHgis populated
with CHs groups and has order similar to that of other
self-assembledmo.tolayerscomprisingn-alkyl units. The
order in the fluorocarbon containing surfaceis lesscertain.
Zisman and his collaboratorss'6first suggestedvalues of
7. for solid surfaces that were characteristic of certain
functional groups: -CHs, 22 ergslcm2;-CHz-, 31 ergs/
cm2;-CFz-,18ergs/cm2;-CFs,6 ergs/cm2. These?cvdues
were obtained by plotting the cos 0 of several liquids as
a function of their surface tensions and extrapolating to
cos 0 = 1. As mentioned before, a better way to obtain 7"
(and thus ^ys,of a nonpolar solid) is to plot cos 0 against
(1/(yr,)0'5). This procedure reduces the errors of long
extrapolations inherent in Fox and Zisman's procedure.
Fowkis,s'aousing the latter method, found values of 7r' of
these surfaces that followed the same sequence as Fox
and Zisman's 7. values: ^yruvalues of surfacescomposed
of -CHs, -CHz-, -CFz-, and -CFs groupswere 21,35, 19.5,
and 10.4 ergs/cm2, respectivelY.
The comparison between ys, of PDMSo-OsSi(CHtsCHe with Fowkes' values indicates that its surface is
composedmainly of -CHs groups. This value dso agtees
wittr-two othervalues of ?svreportedfor surfacescomposed

(38)Fakes,D. W.; Daviee,M. C.; Browng,A.; Newton,J. M. Sur/.
InterfaceAnal. 1988,13,233.
(39)Plueddemann,
E. P. SilaneCouplingAgents;PlenumPress:New
York, 1982.

F. M.
(40)Fowkes,F. M. Adu.Chem.Ser. 1964,No.43,99. Fow-k-es,
Univenity
Eds.;Syracuse
Burke,Reed,Weieg,
lnSurfacesand Interfaces;
NY, 196?;p 197.
Prese:Syracuee,
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-CHs groups:one (7r, = 19.3ergs/cm2)
of close-packed
was prepared by adsorbing long-chain alkanethiols
(HS(CH2)zrCHe)
ontogoldalandthe other(?,, = 20 erysl
cm2)by reactinglong-chainalkyltrichlorosilanes(ClsSi(CHdtzCHs)on silica.a2These valuesof surfacefree
energy,coupledwith the fact that PDMS.-OBSi(CHteCHs exhibits low hysteresisin contact angle, strongly
suggestthat its outer surfaceis orderedand composed
mainly of -CHs groups.
Wecannotreacha clearconclusionconcerningtheorder
of PDMSo-OgSi(CHz)z(CFdzCFs,
otherthan to notethat
the low value of 7." clearly indicatesthat the surfaceis
composedmainly of fluorinatedgroups. Valuesof 7r" for
this surfaceestimatedfrom the advancingand receding
contactanglesof hexadecane
rangefrom 8.7to L2.8ergsl
cm2,valuesclose(10.4ergs/cm2)to that expectedof a
surfacepopulatedmainly with -CF3 groups. The high
hysteresisin thesecontactanglessuggests
significant(but
difficult to quantify) disorderfor this surface.a3
Interaction between Oxidized PDMS Surfaces.
The surfacefreeenergyof oxidizedPDMS is muchhigher
than that of unoxidizedPDMS. This assertionis based
on two major observations:zerocontactangleof water,
andhighadhesionbetweentwooxidizedsurfaces
of PDMS.
We found that two oxidizedsurfacesof PDMS, when
broughtinto contact,adheredsostronglythat they could
not be separatedwithout causingcohesivefailure in the
polymersamples.Strongadhesionbetweenthesesurfaces
wasalsoreflectedin the load-deformation
experimentsas
discussedbelow.
The deformationresulting on contactinga lens (B =
1.21mm) of PDMS.Twith a flat sheetof this materialwas
measuredas a function of external load. Becausethe
contact area did not decreaseduring the unloading
experimentsand the joint fractured only cohesively,no
usefulinformationcouldbe obtainedfrom the unloading
experimentsother than to note that the forcerequiredto
fracture such a joint was nearly 2 ordersof magnitude
higher than that required for unmodified PDMS. The
data obtainedfrom the loadingexperimentsare summarized in Figure 12. The analysisof thesedata in light of
eq 1 yieldedvaluesof W and K as 117(+2) ergslcm2and
5.11(+0.06)x tOodyn/cm2,respectively.Note that the
valueof K obtainedfrom this measurementis similar to
the valueof K (4.8X 106dyn/cm2)for unmodifiedPDMS.
The valueof 7ruof PDMSoTwasfoundto be58.5ergs/cmz,
which is nearly 3 times the value of ?rufor unmodified
PDMS.
Interactions between Surface-Functionalized
PDMS Surfaces: CohesiveInteractions. This section
describes
the resultsof the load-deformation
experiments
involvingsurface-functionalized
PDMS lensesandPDMS
sheets.Both the lensand sheethad the samechemical
groups.PDMS sheetsandPDMS lenses,
whichhadbeen
functionalizedaccordingto SchemeI, weresubjectedto
the load-deformationstudies(the lensand flat sheethad
the samechemicalgroups)usingthe apparatusshownin
Figure2. The resultsof theseexperimentsare shownin
Figures13and 14. In contrastto the unmodifiedPDMS
(Figure4), hysteresiswasobservedin theseexperiments.
Horn, Israelachvili,and Pribacl2alsonoteda hvsteresis
^ (4_1)
Eain,C. D.;Troughton,E. B.;Tao,Y.-T.;Evall,J. E.; Whiteeides,
G.M.; Nuzzo,R. G. J. Am. Chem.Soc.1g89,111,32L.
(42)
Tillman, N.; Ulman,A.; Schildkraut,J. S.;Penner,T. C. J. Am.
,
Chem.Soc.1988,tI0, 6136.
(43)H. Biebuyck (Harvard Univereity,unpublishedobservations)
fo-undthat_a^mon_olayer
su_rface
composedof :CFg gtoupspreparedby
adeorbingHS(CH)z(CFz)zCFs
onto gold erhibitcd [igner hysteresisin
contact-anglesthan the surfacepreparedby adsorbingHS(CHz)eCHg
onto gold.
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Figure 12. PIot of o3 against P for PDMS.'following the form
expected from eq 1. The data were obtained from the loading
experiments only. The radius of the lens was 1.21 mm.
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Figure 13. Plotsof csagainstPshowingweakhysteresisfor the
surfacesof PDMSo-OsSi(CHrsCHs.The radiusof the lenswas
1.4mm. The opencircles(O) representthe data obtainedfrom
the increasingloadsandthe closedcircles(O) representthe data
obtainedfrom the decreasing
loads. The solidlinesin both plots
are predicted from eq 1.
in the deformation resulting from the contact between
two curved mica surfaces. The authors suggestedplastic
deformation in the glue supporting the mica surface to be
a possible cause of this hysteresis. In our case,the lack
of hysteresisin contactdeformation for unmodified PDMS
implies that its occurrence in experiments using functionalized PDMS must originate from surface effects and
not from any bulk viscoelasticeffects. The hysteresiswas
much smaller on the surface of PDMSo-OeSi(CHtsCHs
than on that of PDMSo-OsSi(CHdz(CFdzCFs surfaces.
These results follow the same general trend observed in
the hysteresis of contact angles. The loading and unloading data obtained for each surface were analyzed
separatelyby using eq 1. For PDMSo-OsSi(CHrgCHe,
the values of K obtained from the loading and unloading
experimentsare 4.91 (*0.07) x t00 and 5.02 (+0.14) x 106
dyn/cmz, respectively. For PDMSo-OaSi(CHdz(CFdr
CF3,these values are 5.08 (+0.38) x 106and 4.89 (+0.28)
x 106dyn/cm2, respectively. All of these values are very
close to the value of K (4.83 (*0.06) X 106 dyn/cmz)
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Figure 14. Plots of os againstP for the surfacesof PDMS.OsSi(CH2)z(CFtzCFs
exhibitinglargehysteresis.The radiusof
the lens wag 1 mm. The open circles(O) representthe data
obtainedfrom the increasingloadsand the closedcircles(o)
representthe dataobtainedfrom the decreasing
loads.The solid
lines are obtainedfrom the analysisof thesedata usingeq 1.
obtained for unmodified PDMS. This similarity suggests
that the elastic modulus of PDMS is not affected by the
steps used in surface modifications.
The valuesof W for PDMSoLOsSi(CHz)gCHrobtained
from the increasingloads (W = 41.1 (+1.0) ergs/cm2)are
similar to those obtained from decreasingloads (W = 48.1
(+2.1) ergs/cm2). The corresponding values of I4l for
(14.2(+2.8)and 42.0(+4.1)
PDMS'' OaSi(CHz)z(CFtzCFs
ergsf cmz from loading and unloading experiments, respectively) differ to a much greater extent. The surface
free energies of PDMS.LOBSi(CH)gCH3 and PDMSoOssi (CHt z(CFz)zCFgobtained from the advancing contact
anglesofhexadecaneare 21.0and 8.7ergs/cm2,respectively
(Table I), predicting values of Wfor these surfacesof 42.0
and 17.4ergs/cm2. These values are comparable to those
obtained from the loading experiments but are lower than
the values obtained from unloading experiments (see
above). Using recedingcontact anglesof hexadecane,these
values of W are predicted as 43.2 and 25.6 eryslcm2 for
these-CHg and-CFs surfaces,respectively. Although the
agreementbetweenthis value of Wand that obtained from
unloading experiments is satisfactory for PDMSo-OsSi(CHdgCH3, the prediction is poor for PDMSo-OsSi-

(CH;rlgPrzCFe.
In summary, the works of adhesionbetweenthese
surfacesobtainedfrom increasingload deformationsare
comparableto the predictionsbasedon advancingcontact
angles.The work of adhesionobtainedfrom the decreasing
load deformations has little or no correlation with the
valuespredictedfrom either advancingor recedingcontact
angles.PDMSo-OeSi(CHdsCHais better behavedthan
PDMS.LO3Si(CH2)2(CF2}CF3.
The origin of the hysteresisat the solid-solid interfacesis unclear.
Wealsomeasuredthe pull-off forcesbetweenthesefunctionalieedsurfacesusingthe apparatusshownin Figure
2. For PDMSo'-OsSi(CHz)eCHs,
the forceneededto pull
off a lensof B = 1.4mm from a flat sheetwas32 (+1) dyn.
For PDMSo-OsSi(CHz)z(CFz)zCFe,
the force neededto
pull off a lensof R = 1 mm from a flat sheetwas19 (+1)
dyn. Thesepull-off forces,in viewof eq 13,predictvalues
f,orW of 48.5and40.3ergs/cm2for PDMSo-OeSi(CHrsCHs and PDMSo-OsSi(CH2)z(CFz)zCFs,
respectively.
Thesevaluesare in excellentagreementwith the values

P (dynes)
Figure 15. Resultsof the load-deformationexperimentsusing
a lensof PDMS"'-OsSi(CHz)gCHs
and a flat sheetof PDMS.OBSi(CHtz(CFtzCFg.The open (o) symbolsindicatethe data
obtained from increasing loads and the closed symbols (O)
representthe data obtainedfrom decreasingloads.
of W obtained from the decreasing load-deformation
experi ments.
A dhesi ve Interacti on htw een A l kyl si l oxane and
Fl uoroal kyl si l oxane Monol ayers. Thi s secti on discussesthe interactionbetweenPDMSqTSi (C Hd z(CFr;rCF3and PDMSo'-OaSi(CHz)gCHe.Deformationsresulting from the contact between a lens (R = 1.28 mm) of
PDMSo'-OsSi(CHtgCHr and a sheet of PDMS.{3Si(CH;rlgptzCFs were measuredas a function of increasing
and decreasing loads. Significant hysteresis in contact
deformations was observed in these experiments (Figure
15). Although this hysteresis is qualitatively similar to
that observed for surfaces containing similar functional
groups (Figures 13 and 14),there is an important difference
between them in terms of kinetics. While the areas of
contact between the surfaces composed of identical
functional groups did not changewith time during either
the loadingand unloadingexperiments,the areaof contact
between the fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon surfaces
changed with time during unloading experiments. No
noticeable time-dependent responsewas observedduring
the loading experiments,however. Figure 16 exemplifies
the relaxation kinetics of the area of contact between
fluorocarbon and hydrocarbon surfaces. In this experiment a load of 200 dyn was applied to a lens of PDMS.OaSi(CH2)gCHewhile it was in contact with a sheet of
PDMS.'-OBSi (CHtz(CFz)zCF3;the load wassubsequently
reduced to zero. The contact area continued to decrease
with time and reached a plateau value after about 800 s
(Figure 16). This relaxation processis qualitatively similar
to what is known as 'creep" in the fracture of polymers.ft
The data correspondingto the unloading experiments
(Figure 15) were taken within 15-20 s of varying the loads;
hence these values were highly nonequilibrium. The
effective work of adhesion calculated from the unloading
data is 58.0(+3.0) ergs/cm2,which is higher than the values
obtained for the surfaces containing similar functional
groups (see above). The value of K obtained from this
experiment is 5.58 (+0.18) x 106dyn/cm2, which is also
slightly higher than the value of K (4.8 x 106dyn/cm2) for
unmodified PDMS.
The data obtained from the loading experiments were
better behaved and did not exhibit dissipative charac-
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Figure 16. Area of contact between a lens of PDMS"-O3Si(CHdgCHs and a flat eheetof PDMS"-OgSi(CHz)z(CFz)zCFs
as
a function of time when a load is applied on the lens and then
removed. The data are presented in the dimensionlessform,
a3(r)/o3(0),where a(t) is the contact radius at time t and o(0) is
the initial contact radius.

teristics; consequently, the value of K (4.80 (+0.09) X 106
dyn/cm2) obtained from this experiment is close to that
(4.83 x 106dyn/cm2) of unmodified PDMS. The work of
adhesion(23.3(+0.1) ergs/cm2)betweenthe fluorocarbon
and hydrocarbon surfacesas obtained from these loading
experiments is intermediate to the values obtained for
surfaces#containing similar functional groups (41.1ergs/
cm2 for PDMSo-OgSi(CHz)sCHs and 14.2 ergs/cm2 for
PDMSoLOaSi(CH2)z(CFz)zCFa.
S um m a ry a n d C o n c l u s i o n g
The objective of our researchwas to explore determination of contact deformation at solid-solid interfaces as
a technique for determining surface thermodynamic
properties. Poly(dimethylsiloxane), with its excellent
surface and bulk properties, is a good model system for
these studies. The deformations resulting on contacting
semispherical lenses and flat sheets of PDMS are spontaneous and reversible (i.e. free of hysteresis). These
contact deformations conform well with the JKR model
and yield values of Tr" in agreement with the predictions
based on contact angles. The agreement between the ?r"
values obtained from these measurements and the adhesion (pull-offl forces indicates that the deformation at the
contact between a lens and flat sheet of PDMS is purely
elastic in nature; i.e. there are no concomitant dissipative
processes.Comparisonsof the experimentscarried out in
air and under mixtures of water and methanol establish
that intimate contact between PDMS surfacestakes place
in both cases.
An important part of these studies was to develop ways
to modify the surface of PDMS and to subject these
modified surfacesto the deformation experiments similar
to those used for unmodified PDMS. The experimental
procedure basedon alkylsilylation of the SiOz layer on the
surface of plasma oxidized PDMS seemsto yield surface
monolayers having order similar to that achieved on
(44)Further ernmination of the energeticaat the fluorocarbonhydrocarboninterface ie not possibleat present becauseof the high
hyeteresiein contactanglesand contactdeformatione.We are currently
developingways to prepare monolayereurfacegof low hysteresie.An
accountof theeestudieewill b€ publishedin due course.

silicon/Sio2 wafers. Experiments with these functionalized PDMS surfaces exhibit hysteresis in contact deformations, an observation that is qualitatively consistent
with the trend observed in contact angle hysteresis. Values
of ?rufor these modified surfacesobtained from increasing
load deformations are similar to the predictions from
contact angles; values obtained from decreasing load
deformation are higher than the predictions based on
contact angles. The important conclusions from these
studies are as follows:
(1) Studies of contact deformations can provide surface
thermodynamic param eters for solid-olid and solid-liquid
interfaces that are not available from conventional studies
of contact angles. Contact deformations in conjunction
with contact angles provide a more complete analysis of
solid-solid and solid-liquid interfaces than either technique alone.
(2) This method is limited by the constraints that both
solids must be smooth and at least one must be elastomeric and deformable. The breadth of applicability can
be increasedby modifying the surfacesof the components.
(3) A specialreasonfor studying the chemistry of solid
surfacesis to elucidatethe joint roles of surfacechemistry
and rheology in adhesivefracture processes.Our current
studies are limited to pure elastic responsesof the two
components. The adhesion forces are thus primarily
determined by the surface properties and by the geometry
of the interacting components. The adhesion forces
observed for unmodified PDMS are consistent with the
surface free energiesobtained from contactangles, because
unmodified PDMS exhibits negligible hysteresisin contact
deformations. For functionalized PDMS, which exhibited
hysteresis both in contact angles and in contact deformations, the measuredadhesion forces have little correlation with the predictionsbasedon contact angles. The
observationof hysteresiscomplieswith the existenceof
metastablesurfacestates,s which might even give rise to
time-dependentresponses.The origin of thesemetastable
statesneedsto be examined in detail to understand their
influence on adhesion and fracture. It should be possible
to extend thesemeasurementsto viscoelasticsystems.By
carefully controlling the viscoelasticand surface properties,
we hope to develop a more complete picture of solid-olid
adhesion.
Experimental Section
(Sylgard170)
GeneralInformation. Poly(dimethylsiloxane)
wassuppliedby Dow CorningCorp.,Midland, MI. The liquids
usedfor the variousmeasurements
werewater,methanol,methyleneiodide,paraffinoil, andhexadecane.
Waterwaspurified
with a Nanopurewater purifier (Barnstead)and had a surface
tensionof about 72.8eryslcm2.Whenthe surfaceof this water
wascompressed
in a Langmuirtroughto one-tenthof its original
area,the surfacetensionof the waterdecreased
by only 0.3ergs/
cm2,indicatingthatthesurfaceofthewaterwasnotcontaminated.
Methanol(Fisher)washigh-purityHPLC gradeandhada surface
tensionof 22.8ergs/cm2.Methyleneiodide (Aldrich) wasueed
without further purification;the surfacetensionof methylene
iodidewasfound to be 49.4ergs/cm2.Paraffin oil (Fisher)was
purified by equilibriatingit with neutralgradealumina(Fisher)
and had a surfacetensionof 32.4ergs/cm2.HexadecanewaE
purifiedby passingit througha columnof neutralgradealumina.
The measuredsurfacetensionof hexadecane
was27.6erysfcmz.
The trichlorosilanes
CIBSi(CH2)gCHg
and ClgSi(CHdz(CFdzCFs
wereobtainedfrom Petrarchand PCR,respectively,and distilled
prior to use. The microsyringes(Gilmont) used to measure
contactanglesand to preparePDMS lenseswereobtainedfrom
VWR. Plasmaoxidationwascarriedout in a Harrick Plasma
Cleaner(ModelPDC-23G,100W). Contactanglemeasurements
werecarriedoutwith a Ram6Hartgoniometer(Model100).The
microscopeusedto measurecontactdeformationwaspurchased
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from Nikon (Nikon Diaphot Inverted Microscope),equipped with
'
a video camera, a video monitor, and a still camera.
Preparation of semispherical Lenees and Flat sheete of
PDMS. The components for preparing the elastomers were
lupplied in two parts, Sylgard 1?0A and Sylgard 1?0B (Dow
Corning Co., Midland, MI). These two parts piimarily comprised
the components of a reaction mixture having vinyl lnd-capped
oligom_ericdimethylsiloxane (H2C:911 (Si @ grlrO),Si lciir; r_
ql{:CHl_(gv_erqge value of n is about 2b0)), a -etttyt t ydrojen
siloxane( (Hsc)ssi (osiHcHJ6(osi(cHs)2)Bosi (cHr)r)
crosslinking agent, and a platinum complex as a catalyrt rb."rthe hydrosilation reaction. As obtained, these co-pottents boih
contained reinforcing fillers. upon storagethe fillers sedimented
down. The clear components were poured out of the containers.
A 50:50 mixture (w/w) of the two clear components was stirred
in a plaslig weighing cup using a glassrod. Trapped air bubbles
resulting from the agitation of the mixture *ere ,emoved by
applying gentle vacuum (6fT0 mmHg for about 30 min). Small
drops (L-2 pL) of the transparent mixture were applied with a
microsyringe onto the surface of asmooth glassmicioscope slide,
whjch ha{ previously been treated with C[Si(CHd2(CF2)7CF3to
reduceadhesionto it. The hydrosilation polymerization reaction
was canied out at 65 oc for t h. The fluoroalkylsilane-treated
glassslide served two purposes: first, it provided a flat substrate
from which the lenses could be removed easily after they had
9g9g completely;second,the siliconedrops formed a finite angle
(66o)of contact on the surface. By controtting the volume of the
drops, lensesof various radii of curvature .ourd be formed. The
radii ofcurvature ofthe cured drops at the central regionswere
measureddirectly from their photographs. The prepied lenses
had radii of curvatureslessttran 2 m-. ttte .ur.d lens could be
easilyremovedfrom the glassslidesand manipulated by holding
it at its edgeby a fine-pointed tweezer. The flat sheetsof rili.onl
elastomer (thickness 1.5 mm) were prepared from the snme
materials used in preparing the lens. ThesL sheetswere obtained
bycuringthe two-component reaction mixture in a flat-bottomed
polystyrene petri dish. The surfacesof the sheetsexposedto the
air during curing were the ones contacted to the lens during the
deformation experiments. Electron microscopy of these PDMS
surfaces revealed no surface features even wlien examined at a
resolution of 200-300 A. Long ripples (about 1 mm) were
occasionally visible by eye on portions of these surfaces; these
regions were avoided during the deformation measurements.
ApparatueUeed To MeasureContact Deformation in Air.
Figure 2 is the diagram of the apparatususedto measurecontact
deformation as a function of external load. It is related to the
apparatus usedby Barquins and Courtcl to study rub ber fri ction.la
Thelens (H) could be broughtslowly in contaciwith, or detached
slowly from, the flat sheet (I) of PDMS using a manipulator (not
*gy" j.n the-figure) attached to the clamp (D). Th; leaf spring
(F) indicated in Figure 2 was a semicircular strip of adhesive
tape. since the load transferred to the assembly oi th. lens and
flat sheetwas controlled by the vertical displacementof the clamp
(D), much of the vertical displacement resurted in deformation
of the leaf-spring, and thus the relative displacement of the lens
was small. The leaf-spring acted as a displacement buffer and
thus provided finer control of the load transmitted to the lens.
The flat sheet of PDMS rested on one end of a lever arm (J)
whose other end was connected to an electrobalance (M). The
center of the arm was freely suspendedon a sharp pivot (K). Any
e-xcessload applied on the lens during the couise of a loaddeformation experiment was registered on the electrobalance,
which had a sensitivity of 1 dyn. The lens could be brought into
contact with the flat sheet at zeto load by careful operition of
the manipulator. The area of contact was measured by an
inverted.microscope (Nikon, Diaphot) equipped with a video
camera (R) and a video monitor (S). Difierential inte.ference
cont-rast(DIC) optics was used to view the contact area, which
yielded a sharply defined edge of the contact circle. The DIC
wasparticularly useful when measurementswere made in liquids.
All the measurementswere made directly from the screenortne
video monitor.
Apparatue Ueed To Meaeure Contact Deformations
under Liquids. Measurementsin a liquid were carried out in
a rectangular cell, prepared from Sylgard 1?0 (Figure 6). A
rectangular hole (3.0 cm X 1.5 cm x 0.? cm) *". cteat"d at the
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center of a rectangularslab (5.0cm x 4.8 cm x 0.? cm) of a cured
siliconeelastomer. This slab was placedflat on a grassslide (b.0
x 7.5 cm) previously treated with ChSi(CHdz(CFdzCFg,which
rendered it hydrophobic. The hydrophobic polymer and the
hydrophobic glassslide created a good hydrophobic seal,through
which neither methanol nor water leaked. A strip of pDMs sheet
(1.0 cm x 2.0 cm) was placed inside this cell and then the cell
was filled with the desired liquid. The PDMS rene was held at
its edge by a fine-pointed tweezer and brought slowly through
the liquid and placed onto the flat sheet. The top of the cell was
sealed by covering it with another glass slide alio treated with
f_luoroalkylsilane. All the components of this cell were periodically
dismantled for rigorous cleaning. The cleaning was done byethanol, methanol, and distilled water. (Note: This cell could-have
been designedwith all glasscomponents. silicone elastomer wag
used primarily becauseit was readily available, the cells were
easyto prepare, and severalcells could be designedat once.)The
contact area was viewed through a 4X microscope objective that
had a working distance of lG.2 mm from the-specimen. The
working distance from the stage to the condensei was 20.5 mm,
which permitted enough room to manipulate the specimens.
Measurements of Contact Deformatione Obtained by
using unfunctionalized PDMS in Air. The lensesand sheets
were rinsed in HPLC grade methanol beforeuse and air-dried.
onlv thoselenses*'ere usedthat pro.lected
circularaspectswhen
r rer+'ed
through the mrcroscopeand *'ere free from grossdefects
rFigure,l r. In order tL,carrv out a load-deformationerperiment,
a lens ,r? = 1.{{ mm, \r'asbrought into contsct *ith a flat sheet
of PD\{S in air. \either the remperarurenor the humidity of
the room was controlled. The averaget€mp€rature and relaiive
humidity of the laboratory were 24-25 oC and 45-50%, respectively. After the lens was placed on the flat sheet very carefully,
the contact deformation was measured. Additional load was
applied by pressingthe lens against the flat sheet. After the load
reached a steady value, the contact deformation was measured
again. The load was increased from a zero value to about 200
dyn and the deformations were measured at random intervals.
At the end of this experiment, load was removed from the rens
and the deformation was again measured as the load continued
to decreasefrom 200 dyn to zero. This experiment was repeated
by placing the lens on different locations of the flat shlet. A
s-econdset of experiments was performed by measuring the
deformation as a function of the radius of curvatures of the lenses.
Lensesof radii ranging from - | to 2 mm were placed on a flat
sheet of PDMS under the condition of zero load. In all
experimentsinvolving unmodified PDMS, the contact deformations were spontaneousand reversible. Although the measurementsweregeneralll'madewithin minutesof contactbetween
the lens and sheet,no noticeablechangeofthe contact areacould
be seenevenafter an additionai hour of contact. This observation
implied that measurementswere made under equilibrium conditions.
Measurements of Pull-Off Forcee. The maximum force
neededto pull a lens out of contact with the flat sheet of pDMS
was measured by slowly removing the lens from the sheet. We
did not have precise control over the speedof detachment; it was
done as slowly as possible by manual operation. precise control
over speedswas not necessaryin these experiments, becausethe
system behavedpurely elastically. The adhesion (pull-ofO forces
were measuredas a function of the radii of curvatures of several
lenses,which were previously used for equilibrium deformation
experiments.
Measurements of Contact Deformations in Liquide. A
set of measurementswas carried out under liquids rather than
in air. since the work of adhesiondependson the medium,using
a liquid provided a convenient way to alter the surface *or[
term.as The interactions betweenPDMS lens and PDMS sheet
were examined under mixtures of water and methanol. To
establishthe reversibility of thesesystems,the lenswasremoved
from the surfaceand replaced at different locations;the observed
(45)Gent and Schultz(Gent,A. N.; Schulrz,J. J. Adhesion1g72,3,
281)useda similar procedureto alter the surfacework term in their
studieson the correlationbetweenfracturesurfaceenergyand thermo,
dynamicwork function.
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values of the contact areaswere reproducible.s Cavitation{? was
sometimesa problem when the measurementswere made in pure
water. When it occurred, a ring of vapor was found to surround
the contact circle. Prolonged degassingof water eliminated this
problem. In all experiments, degassedwater was used even
though it was found that the cavitation did not occur in mixtures
of water and methanol.
Meaeurements of Contact Anglee. Water, paraffin oil, hexadecane, methylene iodide, methanol, and various mixtures of
water and methanol were used for the contact angle measurements. Quasistatic advancing and receding contact angleswere
.ea.uted according to the method of Neumann and Good.€
Following this technique, a small drop of about 1 pL was formed
on the solid surface using a needle attached to a microsy'ringe.
While the drop was still in contact with the needle,additional
liquid was added to the drop to advance the drop edge as slowly
as possible. After the three-phase contact line had stopped
moving, the advancing contact angle was measured'{e Receding
contact angleswere measuredfollowing the snmeprocedure after
withdrawingthe liquid from the drop' While most measurements
of contact angles were done under quasistatic conditions, the
contact angles of paraffin oil and hexadecane on unmodified
PDMS were measured quickly (within a few seconds) after
advancing or retreating the drops, because these liquids swell
PDMS. Contact angles of methylene iodide, paraffin oil, and
alkane were measuredunder ambient conditions. Contact angles
of water-methanol mixtures were measuredin an environmental
chamber by equilibriating the atmosphere of the chamber with
solutions having compositions that were the same as those used
for the contact angle measurements.
Chemical Functionalization of Polv(dimethylsiloxane ).
The details of the techniques involved in functionalizing PDMS
surfaces will be described in a separate publication. Briefly,
PDMS sheets and lenseswere oxidized in an oxygen plasma for
45 s at 0.2 Torr 02 pressure in a Harrick plasma cleaner at the
lowest power setting. This procedure yielded a very hydrophilic
surface (d" of water was zero), which reacted readily with ClgSi(CHz)sCHsand Clssi(CHrz(CFz)zCFe' Traditionallv' modifications of inorganic oxides by silaneshave been done from an
organicsolvent. Most organicsolventsswell PDMS to a greater
(46) Although we have not directly esrablished whether lhere was
damage in thJ lene during theee operatione, we infer from the repro
ducibility of the contact deformations on several locations of the flat
eheet thit the lens was not damaged. If the lens was contaminated by
dust or damaged accidentally, the defect could be easily discerned by the
deviation of the area of contact from circularity.
(4?) Christenson and Claesson(Christeneon, H. K.; Claesson,Per M'
science 1988, 239, 390) reported cavitation when two hydrqphobic mica
eurfaces were brought inio contact in degassed ryatcr. Th-e degr-eeof
cavitation was found to be related to the hydrophobicity of the surfaces.
(48) Neumann, A. W.; Good, R. J. Sur/oc e ond Colloid Science;Good,
R. i., Stromberg, R. A., Eds.; Plenum Press: New York, 19?9;Vol. 11,
p
' 31.
(49) Watching for the three-phasecontact line to come to a quasistatic
value is very important. psp srample, the ilqtantaneous advancing contact
angle of *at"rbn PDMS is about 108o. However, if watched carefully,
thi three-phase line is found to advance slowly even after-the cessation
of the addiiion of any further liquid to the drop-and a quasistatic contact
ancle of 105-106oiiobtained. The contact angle of a nonswelling liquid
onlDMS obtained from captive bubble methodss should, however, be
more reliable than the seesiledrop method. our preliminary measurements of d" and d, of watcr on PDMS using the captive bubble methods
are, howevir, in agreementwith the valueeobtained from the sessiledrop
method.
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and lesserdegree. Becauseof this problem, the reactions between
PDMS.'and-the silanes were carried out by exposing the PDMSo'to the vapors ofvarious chlorosilanesunder reduced pressure.
A secondadvantageofcarrying outthe adsorption from the vapor
phase was that the higher molecular weight silanes could not
interfere with the adsorption of the silane monomers because
they could not transfer to the vapor phase. A plastic weighing
cup containing 3 g of paraffin oil and 200 p,L of silane was first
placed in a desiccator, which was then evacuated to about 0.15
Torr to remove volatiles (the advantage of dissolving the silane
in the paraffin oil was that the solution could be reused several
times). The desiccator was back-filled with nitrogen and the
oxidized PDMS samples were placed at a distance of about 1.5
cm trom the oil level.m The desiccator was again evacuated to
0.15 Torr. The desiccator at this point was disconnected from
the vacuum pump and allowed to remain in that condition for
2 h. At the end of 2 h, the samples were removed from the
desiccator. AII the stepsstarting from the insertion to the removal
of sampleswere performed inside a glovebag,purged with nitrogen
(or argon).
loaa-Deformation Experiments with Functionalized
PDMS. The load-deformationexperimentsinvolving functionalized PDMS were similar to those used for unmodified PDMS
surfaces. The measurements were made in air by bringing a
functionalized lens into contact with a functionalized flat sheet.
The lens and the flat sheet contained either similar or dissimilar
functional groups. Measurements were generally made within
minutes after the applied loads were varied. For the contact
between hydrocarbon and fluorocarbon surface, the contact area
exhibited dynamic responseduring unloading experiments and,
hence, the measurements were made within L5-20 s after the
loads were varied. The measurementswere repeated on several
locations of the flat sheet using a single lens except for PDMS''.
For two surfaces of PDMS"' measurements could not be made
on severallocations,becausefailure took placewithin the polymer
upon separation. For surfaces containing similar functional
gioup., the adhesion tpull'off) forces were measured from
diff.i.nt locatignsof the functionalizedsheets. For the hydrointerface,the pull-off forcesdepend sigcarbon-fluc,rocarbon
nificantll. on the rate of separationand are not reported here.
This subject*'ill be discussedin a separatepublication.
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